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Rorik Neserwin

Rorik Istavan is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Rorik Istavan

Species & Gender: Male human
Date of Birth: 4日 9月 YE 18
Organization: Section 6
Occupation: knight

Rank: X3I-Blade 3rd Class
Current Placement: NDC Ground Forces "Duskerian Legion"

Physical Description

6'2, tan skin, black hair with blue eyes. Rorik has several scars on his face with numerous others across
the rest of his body. There are three scars across his face specifically, one diagonally across his right
brow, one running down his left eye, and three inch wide scar running horizontally across his left cheek.
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Personality

Usually he keeps very quiet, Rorik usually only speaks when spoken too, but will openly speak when he
feels the need important enough. Having earned the nickname “Whisper” from this particular behavior.
He has always been one to act on his instincts, being a man of actions more than words. Rorik has never
been one to be struck by indecision. He is very observant and has a kind heart which he keeps hidden,
but never hesitates to jump to the aid of another, especially when those who are innocent are in danger.
Rorik also has a strong sense of right and wrong, and is appalled by slaughter in any form.

History

Born on Planet Osman in YE 14 at a frontier settlement where bandit activity was high. Rorik was from a
family of salvagers and part time farmers. One day a local bandit faction showed up trying to extort
protection payments from the people living there in the settlement. After being refused, the group
returned in greater number and razed the settlement, killing everyone. Rorik was thought the only other
known survivor other then his younger brother, and has been deeply scarred both physically and
mentally because of this. In the years following he searched for any work available. Some of which was a
hired guns as an armed escort.
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Skills Learned

Intuitive

Rorik has become very skilled in the use of various power armor.

Marksmanship

Rorik has become a skilled, but not expert shot with a gun.

CQC

Rorik has become skilled in the use of various hand melee weapons as well as with bare fists.

Survival

He has become a very good cook able to fix most intermediate dishes. He has become very familiar with
local floral, fauna, and herbs. Rorik knows how to construct basic shelter and start a camp fire.

Social Connections

Rorik Istavan is connected to:

Thatch Istavan - younger brother
Jack Pine - lord knighted under
Heather Beckett - lover/girlfriend

Inventory & Finance

Rorik Istavan has the following:

2 pairs of jeans
2 leather coats, fur line
2 boots reinforced armored ankle and toes
5 pairs of black briefs
3 black muscle shirts
2 dark tan cargo pants
2 long sleeve slate thermal shirts
1 black face scarf
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Revenant Power Armor R1-SPA, modified with additional plating up and down the right arm.
Geist Advanced Interfacing Implant
BW-6AS "Sickle"
BW-P2 "Wraith"
Aegium long sword with monomolecular edge and heat blade function.
S6-Long Combat Knife “Cross”
3 Section 6 High Explosive Grenade

Salvage

Buoy Interdiction Generator 1)

Tight Yamataian bodysuits 2)

Covert Operative Sunglasses - SACOS 3)

Box of Pornographic Magazines 4)

Rorik Istavan currently has 145,000 DS.

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 12, 19 2017 at 00:42.

In the case Jack Pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Rorik Neserwin
Character Owner Jack Pine

1)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 46-55, IC: 2587-8692-96
2)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 58-47, IC: 2783-10303-99
3)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 25-42, IC: 1107-2619-65
4)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 85-27, IC: 2267-2649-102
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